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Designing for Value and Product Market Fit 



What is a Startup?  

“A human institution designed to create new 
products and services under conditions of 

extreme uncertainty.” – Eric Ries

“A startup is an organization formed to 
search for a repeatable and scalable business 

model.” – Steve Blank

A startup is a company or project initiated by an entrepreneur to seek, effectively 
develop, and validate a scalable business model. 

An entrepreneur is a person who 
organizes and operates a 
business or businesses, taking on 
greater than normal financial 
risks in order to do so. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A startup or start-up is a company or project initiated by an entrepreneur to seek, effectively develop, and validate a scalable business model. Startups face high uncertainty and have high rates of failure, but a minority of them do go on to be successful and influential. Some startups become unicorns, i.e. privately held startup companies valued at over US$1 billion.An entrepreneur is a person who organizes and operates a business or businesses, taking on greater than normal financial risks in order to do so. While entrepreneurship refers to all new businesses, including self-employment and businesses that never intend to become registered, startups refer to the new businesses that intend to grow large beyond the solo founder.This presentation is about providing you with key concepts that are important for entrepreneurs to understand in order to improve the chances for their startup to be successful.



Think of the products or services you love ...  
Why do you love them?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many do you keep because you love them?Value. Create and keep customers by building something users value – that users need and  want, with the outcomes users expect, and in a way that is better than alternativesWhy is value important. It’s real and concreteMakes or breaks companiesIt’s the  essence of business –  how business makes $ - results in scalable and profitable business model



2017’s Startup Graveyard:
11 failed companies, $1B in VC funding

Think of the products you don’t love                        
Why don’t you love them?

of new productlaunchesfail

2yr. average lifespan  of “successful” products

75% do not meet  revenuegoals

72% fail expectations

46%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many would you toss if something better came along?They didn’t deliver value. If you can’t confidently state why people are going to  use your product, who those individuals are, what  makes your product stand out from the crowd, and  why it’s worthwhile for your business to develop and  provide the product, then you are not in a position to  build the actual solution



Solve for Delivering Sustainable Value

“The test of innovation lies not in its novelty, 
its scientific content or its cleverness. It lies in 
success in the marketplace.” - Peter Drucker
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Three requirements for delivering value:

Build products for problems that are urgent, pervasive and that the market will pay to solve.

“You’ve got to start with the customer 
experience and needs and work back toward the 
technology – not the other way around.” – Steve 
Jobs

“We must learn what customers really need, not what they say they want or what we think 
they  should want.  What if we found ourselves building something that nobody wanted? In 
that case what did it matter if we did it on time or on budget?” – Eric Ries, The Lean Startup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building products customers love requires building products to solve for delivering sustainable value. And this is how you make it a business.How do you do that – 	1. Focus on markets and problems.  What is the customer need? Find an important customer problem.	2. Then on feasibility and delight.  Can you solve this and delight your customers?  What is your strategy for doing this?	3. And then on viability and Business model.  Can you solve it with the resources you have or can get, and build a durable competitive advantage and 	business model so that this becomes a viable business?If you can answer these, then you can identify the sweet spot – innovation - to convert ideas into profitable realities.



Start with Focus on Product-Market Fit

1. Be in a good market

2. Build something that customers in 
that market need and  want

3. Satisfy customer needs and deliver  
value in a way that is betterthan
alternatives

Use the frameworks of design thinking, business model canvass, lean startup, 
agile,  SWOT during your journey to achieve Product-Market Fit

Build products for problems that are urgent, pervasive and that the market will pay to solve.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 How do you go about delivering value? Gain evidence using the product-market fit model  It starts with identifying the market and the problem -  understanding what customers are really trying  to do; the outcomes they care most aboutWho you are solving forWhat are their underserved needs (job), circumstances  and attitudinal valuesWhat value can you provideAnd then and only then you identify the solution you would create to solve that problem – Define the viable opportunity to solve the  problem and the value proposition; with success  measured by how the customer defines itWhat would the solution look like – what minimum features are needed to solve the problemThink broadly, then focus narrowly on how to  design, build and deliver the solution 



Continuous Customer Discovery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/6f5VMvrR/what-is-customer-discovery.m4v https://www.marsdd.com/mars-library/developing-your-value-proposition-an-overview-of-customer-discovery/The activities of the customer discovery process will allow you to narrow down and create a succinct value proposition.The process of formulating a value proposition statement is not only an essential part of engaging with external stakeholders such as advisors, partners and investors, but it is a critical step for early-stage startups. This is because developing a value proposition is one of the first major steps towards creating a business; it precedes and enables the design of your business model.Reaching a stage where you have a value proposition that has been validated means that one of the core elements of your business model is in place.Customer Development ModelCustomer DiscoveryCustomer ValidationCustomer CreationCompany Building



3 Connected Methodologies  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Design Thinking, Lean Startup and Agile are three methodologies that startups use to turn ideas into products. These are fluid and interative, and work together.



Design Thinking Methodology  

Go out in the field and observe people in real life

“Follow-Me-Homes” Support Calls In-depth Interviews Jobs to be Done  
Discovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design thinking starts with observing people. You should know people and their problems better than they know themselves.  From this  insights can be formulated.  And lean startup can start. 



Business Model Canvas
A strategic management template for developing new or documenting existing 
business models
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The business model canvass great strategic template for you to use as you move forward, and beyond the lean canvass.   The concept of the BMC was to provide a simple, intuitive and flexible tool that can be developed rapidly and applied ongoing to iterate and refresh the business strategy. In a single page view, provides an overview of the business: it’s offering, the value proposition, infrastructure, market and finances. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to the lean canvas, but the focus is now on looking at the business.Focus: It helps structure discussionsEnables you to visualize, design and reinvent your business modelVisual way of identifying key elements of your business and how they relateAllows you to develop a clear view of value proposition, operations, customers, and financesSpeed & Agility: It’s fastQuality rather than quantityQuick to get started with, develop and iterate It’s great for development a portfolio of ideasCommon Language: It intuitively makes senseCommon reference and language that can be used to articulate, share and gain feedback on Can be used internally across teams & externally with advisors, investors and partnersCentered on the value proposition(positioning statement that explains what benefit you provide for who and how you do it uniquely well.)to the left, factors relating to your product = mostly under your controlTo the right, the market = not directly under your controlStraddling both dimensions is the value proposition = the central pillarhttps://get2growth.com/business-model-canvas/http://www.shortpress.com.au/five-big-benefits-of-the-business-model-canvas It helps structures discussionsSome entrepreneurs take Business Model Canvas sheets to meetings and use the building blocks to guide brainstorming. Grouping comments and ideas under the nine headings quickly gives ideas shape. It’s fastForget a 40-page business plan if you’re launching a start-up venture with low fixed costs.  Use the Canvas to write a one-page business model to see if the idea has legs, and take a lean entrepreneurship approach where you discover customers and the best business model in real time in the market.  It’s great for developing a portfolio of ideasUnder traditional business-plan thinking, you spent weeks or months writing one business plan for one idea. Using the Business Model Canvas, you can spend minutes or hours sketching business models for multiple ideas. You still have to do more research, and might end up writing a long business plan to secure capital or promote the ideas, but it’s a quick way to weed out bad ideas.It intuitively makes senseIn its simplest form, the Canvass has front and back stages. The front stage shows what drives value and how you reach and make money from customers. The back stage shows what is required to make the front stage possible. Having used the Canvas many times, I find it quickly clarifies thinking on the business model and that one building block naturally leads to the next.The value propositionI like how the customer value proposition is at the heart of the Business Model Canvas. It forces you to think deeply about what your venture delivers to the customer, which problems it helps solve, and which customer needs are satisfied. Great ventures start with the customer and work backwards. Weak ventures start with the product, hope there is market for it, and put customers at the end of the product development process.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is how Uber completed the business model canvas.  A clear value proposition; solving for two customer segments.



What is Lean Startup Methodology?

Provides a scientific approach to creating and 
managing the creation of products

A process for designing new products 
and services that minimizes risk and 
focuses on delivering customer value
for building a repeatable & scalable 

business model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lean Startup Transforms how new products are built and launched It provides a scientific approach to product development that minimizes risk and uncertainty for the entrepreneur and teaches you how to focus on delivering customer value and not build a cool widget. Too many startups begin with an idea for a product that they think people want. They then spend months, sometimes years, perfecting that product without ever showing the product, even in a very rudimentary form, to the prospective customer. When they fail to reach broad uptake from customers, it is often because they never spoke to prospective customers and determined whether or not the product was interesting. When customers ultimately communicate, through their indifference, that they don't care about the idea, the startup fails.It is a scientific method for entrepreneurs to use so that they can think like a scientist when starting a business  and revolves around  the concepts of observations, hypotheses and experimentation. Why do we say it is a scientific method?The Scientific Method is a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new knowledge and/or correcting and integrating previous knowledge that is based on empirical or measurable evidence.  It empowered anyone to make groundbreaking discoveries simply by asking “why?” It almost always begins with observations about the natural world, which lead to questions, and from there hypotheses, about why things are the way they are.  These hypotheses are tested via experiments to validate the learning.  These tests must be designed so that they are in fact testable, and so that if someone else repeated the same tests, they would achieve the same results. After a hypotheses is validated or invalidated, we can form additional hypotheses, but we have to start with the most basic hypotheses first.  Lean StartUp is designed to emulate the scientific method for these  reasons – 1.following it minimizes risks and reduces uncertainty via rapid experiments that unearth truths fast with validated learning and in a reproducible fashion so that we can take action on them; 2. it focuses on delivering customer value for a sustainable business model and 3. it lets us work smarter and faster. 



Concepts in the Lean StartUp Process

1. Vision and Idea
2. Leap of Faith
3. Experimentation
4. Learning   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify and document  - your vision and your idea and  most important your  Leap of Faith Assumption(s) – what must be true for your idea to really work, and if proven false – you are out of businessExperiment and measure-  select the metric to measure, the test method, and the number you expect to achieve for success or failurefigure out the most minimum way to build, test and measure the hypothesis (confirm or deny your assumptions); design to be fast and frugalDetermine how you will collect and measure behavior and resultsTest BEHAVIOR with real customers – watch what they do, not what they say they would do – and measure the behavioral dataLearn and decide - next steps based on the results  (iterate further, pivot, go forward . . .)How did the metrics compare to your hypothesisWere you able to identify root causesWhat were the surprises



The Lean Startup Methodology
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A process for product managers to use reduce risk and uncertainty via 
hypothesis testing with rapid experiments and continual iterating and 
learning that is based on the observations and data from design thinking 

Customer feedback

User data

Market knowledge

Lean Startup

MVE, then MVP, then EVP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A process for product managers to use reduce risk and uncertainty via hypothesis testing with rapid experiments and continual iterating and learning that begins with observations and data from design thinking .  Then  Establish leap of faith and hypothesis to test based on your assumptionsDesign experiments to validate the hypothesisTest ideas with the minimal and incremental fidelity needed to prove that customers will pay for your idea. Start with an MVE – minimum viable experiment, then MVP –minimum viable product , then EVP – exceptional viable productBased on learning you either continue to iterate, pivot or kill the idea



Lean Startup Minimizes Risk and Gain Learning
Reduces risk and uncertainty via hypothesis testing with rapid experiments

Customer feedback

User data

Market knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starts with understanding the marketThen use Lean StartUp to rapidly experiment with concepts and as low fidelity protypes as possible to determine if you have a viable ideaOnce you have validated learning, then you can proceed with more in-depth customer discovery, building MVP and business model canvass 



LEAP of Faith Canvass  - Helps to Document the Process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the canvas to document your progress and steps through  the loopVisionIdeaLeap of faithStepsHypothesisMap hypothesis to determine risk and importanceIdentify most important riskiest to testIdentify experiments to run fast that measure real behavior with real test for currency – time, money, attention - and have numeric targets to get a solid pass or failCapture learningDecide on next steps



MVE - Experiment with Iterative Levels of Fidelity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the minimum level of functionality you can develop to experiment and get feedback? It doesn’t have to be a complete product.  Just enough to show demonstrate to users a way to solve their problem, and a way for you to learn whether  they would pay for it



Type of Experiment What You Are Testing

Problem 
exploration

Validate that you have a problem worth solving through problem 
exploration interviews

Mafia offer Validate your solution by making an offer so compelling that it is an offer 
“you can’t refuse”

Smoke test Validate your solution has the right messaging to attract a sizable market 
by tracking clicks on a “dummy” landing page

Pre-order Non 
Existent Product

Receive purchases for a product that doesn’t yet exist

Concierge Validate you have the right solution through a hands-on, manual 
implementation

Piecemeal Mock up your product using only currently available tools and 
technologies, manually integrating them

Wizard of Oz Create a polished customer-facing product, but with no back-end (all done 
manually)

A/B Testing Evaluate solution options by releasing them to a subset of your users and 
validating the impact on customer related metrics

Ways to Experiment with for Validated Learning 
– and not build a complete product  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are lots of ways to experiment that doesn’t require building a product



DropBox – Used a Video as their MVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dropbox is a well-known case study on using a video as a minimum viable experiment. It seems to have served  them pretty well Before launching a product, Dropbox acquired about 75,000 email subscribers, simply based on their video, as a way to validate demand.



Zappos – Used a Wizard of Oz and Concierge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The founder of Zappos didn’t start by buying massiveamounts of shoes and building out a fully-functional ecommercebackend. Instead, he started by going to local shoeshops. He took photos of shoes, put them online, and startedaccepting orders. Once the orders started rolling in, he wentback to the shops, bought the pair of shoes that was ordered,and shipped them. He handled payments and returns by handhimself.



For MVP - Iterative Development Is Still Key
• The smallest thing you can build that delivers customer value 
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o enough value that people are willing to use it or buy it initially (early adopters)
o demonstrates enough future benefit to retain early adopters
o enables gathering of feedback to guide future development

• The final, complete set of features is only designed and developed after 
considering feedback from the product's initial users.

MVP: Plain donut Iteration 1: Frosted donut Iteration 2: Frosted donut with sprinkles Iteration 3: Frosted and filled donut

Not MVP Not MVP

MVP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://ask.leanstack.com/lean-startup-fundamentals/what-is-a-minimum-viable-product-mvphttps://techcrunch.com/2011/10/19/dropbox-minimal-viable-product/Build only enough functionality to deliver value in the eyes of the customer, and  be better than competitionthe goal of the MVP is to begin the process of learning, not end it. Not waterfall, which has a long thoughtful incubation period and strives for product perfection.Unlike a prototype or concept test, an MVP is designed not just to answer product design or technical questions. Its goal is to test fundamental business hypotheses.The smallest thing you can build that delivers customer value (and as a bonus captures some of that value back i.e. gets you paid). It has enough value that people are willing to use it or buy it initially.It demonstrates enough future benefit to retain early adopters.It provides a feedback loop to guide future development.Sufficient features to satisfy early adopters The final, complete set of features is only designed and developed after considering feedback from the product's initial users.Nothing in the first images of the car depicts MVP or iterative, incremental development. The reason for this is that iterative, incremental development is a combination of both iterative design or iterative method and incrementally building onto a product.The second example is most definitely not incremental in any way.    Post my first increment I would not build onto, or add to the bicycle, I most likely would not use one part of bicycle when constructing my motorcycle. The same can be said about the second and third iterations and the third and fourth iterations. I would not incrementally add to the product I delivered in the preceding iteration, instead, I would start from scratch. Definitely not incremental development.The donuts represent true MVP.  You’ve built something that is minimally compete – a basic donut.  It delivers value.



AGILE Methodology for Building  
AGILE is a development methodology that has dramatically improved the ability to build offerings
consistently, with continual releases earlier and faster; incorporating build, measure, learn cycles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything done within the self-managed team that has very distinct roles and responsibilitiesBrief artifactsFrequent reviews and checkpointsCycles are based on building small increments of functionality ; MVP or piece of functionalityDesign may be expressed as a prototypeTesting and QA part of the releaseWorking, released functionality is a measure of the team’s progressRelease & Repeat



Things to Consider  
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https://articles.bplans.com/how-to-perform-swot-analysis/

Leverage LeverageRisk Risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When doing a SWOT it’s important to include a group of people with different perspectives. You can do a SWOT in a Brainstorming session or individuals can complete and then you come together as a group to discuss.  �Once you’ve done the SWOT it is critical to come up with strategies that either take advantage of the leverage points (strength and opportunities) or defend against the risks (weaknesses and threats). Consider how S W O & T overlap with each other:Use strengths to maximize the opportunities (strength-opportunity strategies)How strengths can be used to minimize treats (strength-threats strategies)Use opportunities to minimize the weaknesses (weakness-opportunity strategies)Minimize weaknesses to avoid treats (weakness-threats strategies)This feeds into your business model canvasshttps://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/12/20/swot-analysis



SWOT – Helps to Develop Strong Strategy
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Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunties Threats

Areas to Leverage Risk Areas
In

te
rn

al
Ex

te
rn

al
Internal 
• reputation
• patents
• location
• customer insights
• processes

External
• suppliers  
• competitors  
• prices 
• changes in government, channels, 

market
• size of market/segment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The point of a SWOT analysis is to help you develop a strong business strategy – for a new business or existing business. A strong business strategy is about placing your big bets on where you are going to focus your resources. A SWOT analysis is a way for you to identify, organize and think about key leverage points that can be used to drive future success (your strengths and opportunities) and key risk areas that can negatively impact future success (weaknesses and threats), both inside and outside your business.Internal = strengths & weaknesses (reputation, patents, location)External = opportunities & threats (suppliers, competitors, prices)Can be applied to an entire company, or individual projects  



In Summary – Principled Frameworks Help  
Minimize cost, time, uncertainty and risk 

Cost

• Fast release cycles

• Minimal viable 
products

• Fail FAST

• Lightweight 
EXPERIMENTS

• DEEP CUSTOMER 
IMMERSION

• CONTINUOUS 
iteration

observe decision build

marketing 
& launch

Time

AGILEData & 
learning

hypothesis 
& test

LEAN

Design 
Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build-Measure-Learn: The fundamental activity of a startup is to turn ideas into products, measure how customers respond, and then learn whether to pivot or persevere. All successful startup processes should be geared to accelerate that feedback loop. Design thinking, Lean and Agile  area principled approaches to  new product development that incorporate the concept of validated learning
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